INTELLIGENT APLICATIONS DESIGN

At Rhea we use a modular and
revolutionized way of looking at business
applications and instead of making stand
alone and costly applications we re-focus
our self to make them: by the low-code
principle, Fast, Secure, Intelligent and
Open.
This will not only ensure they are future
proof, but also less costly and easier to use
for all levels within your organization.

Low-Code
Quickly build applications to optimize any process across
people with virtually no code. Battle tested and improved
for over a decade on a wide range of customer projects.
Fast
Build with fast, clean and light-weight code to minimize
platform overheads. Our REST based architecture allows
you to scale out easily.
Secure
Secure by design with built-in fine-grained access control
per user or application group. Our platform is revised on a
regular basis for security flaws by an external security
partner.
INTELLIGENT
Intelligent automation enhances process quality, reduces
risk and optimizes your operations. Real-time analytics and
insights allow you to govern, analyse, and drive the
efficiency of your business processes.
Open

They have already put their trust in us:

Components can be easily customized to the needs of every
project, providing ultimate flexibility. With the full power of
the .NET Framework and access to all of our source code,
you are never locked in.
This approach enables us to not only deliver an application
that will survive the challenges of time, but actually helps
the companies we work with to refocus their time on their
core business and not on tedious applications that limit
their internal development and are not using the data
lakes as they should be. This at a competitive pricing and
in a totally secured environment.
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